
 

ENGLISH (IBPS PO 07 SEPTEMBER 2018)
REARRANGEMENT OF SENTENCES 

(A)  The floater sits on the water's surface, collecting any trash that bobs its 

way, while the 10-foot skirt that extends into the water blocks any 

waste from flowing beneath it.  

(B)  Between California and Hawaii churning with up to 2.65 million tons 

of plastic waste.  

(C)  To catch as much garbage as possible, the net will need to be emptied 

every four to six weeks. 

(D)  The Pacific Ocean has a pollution problem.  

(E)  As Forbes reports, the main tool that The Ocean Cleanup project is 

using to combat pollution is a 2000-foot floating net.  

(F)  It's especially apparent at the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a 1-million-

square-mile stretch of water  

(G)  Now, after five years in development, an initiative aimed at reducing 

the floating trash heap is finally ready to launch. 
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(A)  And thousands of years later, archaeologists found traces of this 

fermented, cheesy goodness, preserved in chemical signatures left 

behind in the vessels. 

(B)  About 7,200 years ago, farmers living near the Adriatic Sea packed 

clay pots full of soft cheese.  

(C)  Cheese making was likely a game changer for early farmers; it may 

have helped lactose-intolerant adults ease into eating dairy, as 

fermentation reduces dairy's lactose content, the researchers wrote.  

(D)  This new evidence, found at two sites in what is now Croatia, dates to 

5200 B.C. and pushes back cheese production in the Mediterranean by 

more than 2,000 years, scientists reported in a new study. 

(E)  From the Mediterranean into Europe, an expansion that began around 

7000 B.C. and lasted about 3,000 years, according to the study. 

(F)  And as a portable, preserved food, cheese would have been a 

dependable source of nutrition as farmers moved  
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